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Who cares? Let’s ask to Google Trends!

⬤ Business Process Management
⬤ Business Rules
⬤ Microservices

⬤ Artificial Intelligence
⬤ Cloud Computing
⬤ Microservices



Treating
business processes as 
assets that can be 
adapted, 
automated and 
re-designed
is key to
innovation and digital 
transformation.

Only about 37% of most typical business processes have been digitized.
Source: McKinsey

http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/digital-mckinsey/our-insights/the-case-for-digital-reinvention


BUSINESS PROCESSES



Process Driven Application

GOAL
Reimagine processes for digital participation
HOW
Shift from BPM to low code process apps
MANIFESTATION
Process applications



Tools for 
business experts

Tools for 
developers

RED HAT JBOSS BPM SUITE

PROCESS 
PARTICIPANTS

LEGACY 
SYSTEMS

CLOUD SERVICES

APPSAPPSAPPS

Process 
Services

Decision 
Services

Enables construction of apps that automate a business process - using a model to drive 
work through the process to completion…

Business Central Process Server



BPMS v7

● More convenient and pleasurable for citizen developer 
● Extended Case Management support
● Improving collaborative Team work
● First class support for OpenShift

Major themes



CITIZEN DEVELOPER



CITIZEN DEVELOPER PROFILE



BPMN2 MODELER
Stunner



App Former



Dashbuilder
 AppFormer-based



Entando
Partnership



CASE MANAGEMENT



BPM Usage spectrum
Straight Through

The BPM engine “choreographs” a 
sequence of automated activities, it 
involves humans by exception

● Trading processes (Capital 
Market, Banking, Energy ...)

● Automatic claims processing
● Automatic reordering
● Inventory reduction / rebalancing
● Order to cash automation

Human Intensive

The BPM says to humans which is the 
next action in a quiet pre-ordered 
manner.

● Order fulfillment
● Claims processing
● Loan approvals
● Mortgage origination
● Travel requests
● Purchase requests
● Mobile workforce support

Case Management

BPM suggests possible next steps, 
Humans decides the next best action 
eventually overriding with and ad hoc 
activity. Users look at the BPM as a task 
and document organizer

● Investigation solution
● Incident management solution
● Next-Gen customer onboarding
● Customer retention program
● Personalized customer service
● Omni-channel engagement 

marketing



Engine Support

Runtime Strategy

PER_CASE provides a single KIE-Session for all process instances within a 
case. 

Case Files

Live in session’s “WorkingMemory” (as opposed to process variables).

Case-scoped, so accessible to all process instances in a given case

Case Roles

Per-case mapping of users and groups to case-users and case-groups

People can have different roles in different case instances.

Mapping provided when case is created (and can be changed afterwards)

Case Management



Focus on Stages

At glance:

● Data
● Task
● Milestones
● Roles
● Activities
● Documents

Case view



DEPLOYMENT



CONTROLLER
Websocket communication

KIE Server initiate the communication at 
startup and the controller reuse it.

Previously, for managed KIE Server 
configuration, both controller and kie server 
need to know how to communicate with each 
other

● This was particularly complex to manage 
in OpenShift environments, where pod 
can be created and destroyed frequently



Main goals:
● Hide the complexity of many KIE Server 

instances hosting different projects (kjars)
● Aggregate information from different KIE 

Servers regardless if they share the same 
DB or host the same projects (kjars)

KIE Server send notifications to Smarter Router 
when configuration is changed: container start / 
stop, instance start/ stop

SMARTER ROUTER
Hide configuration complexity



● Users interact with KIE Servers always via Smart Router
● KIE Servers can come and go at anytime and register/unregister in 

the Smart Router
● Smart Router will dynamically update Controller with new 

containers coming in
● Admin Console knows existing KIE servers

CLOUD ARCHITECTURE
Immutable Unmanaged KIE Servers with Smart Router 
and Admin Console



The Execution Errors view shows a list of errors
User can acknowledge errors
Quick search
Filter by fields 
● Process Instance Id

● Job Id

● Type

ERROR HANDLING



BUSINESS DECISIONS



Tools for 
business experts

Tools for 
developers

RULES

RED HAT JBOSS BRMS

APPSAPPSAPPS

Decision 
Services

Business Central Decision Server

Client 
App

Enables construction of apps that automate business decisions, guided by business rules...



Decision Tables



“DMN, which stands for Decision Model and Notation,
is a relatively new standard managed by OMG, the organization behind BPMN. It is trying to 
do for Business Decision Management what BPMN did for Business Process Management a 
decade ago: empower the business to take charge of the logic that drives its operations, 
through a vendor-independent diagramming language.” (Bruce Silver)

● Version 1.1 released in June 2016
● Defines among other things:

○ a graphical language for business decision modelling
○ a standard notation for decision tables
○ an expression language called FEEL (which stands for Friendly Enough 

Expression Language)
○ a metamodel and an interchange format (XML)
○ 3 conformance levels for tool implementations



Basic concepts

a Decision is the act
of determining an 
output value from a 
number of input values

A Business Knowledge Model
encapsulates business 
know-how in the form of 
business rules, analytic 
models, or other formalisms.

Input Data may be data 
structures, rather than 
just simple data items.

a decision requires one 
or more input data

a Decision requires one 
or more Business 
Knowledge



BUSINESS RESOURCE PLANNING



Optimize Goals

 

With limited Resources Under Constraints

BUSINESS RESOURCE PLANNING
 



EXAMPLES

 



 

Business Resource Planner is an 
“optimization engine” (or “constraint 
satisfaction solver”) platform that runs on 
JBoss BRMS

It enables regular Java developers to create 
solvers for complex planning problems using 
a variety of out-of-the-box provided 
algorithms

It adds unique value to a JBoss BRMS 
and/or JBoss BPM Suite subscription

BUSINESS RESOURCE PLANNER



QUESTIONS?




